Recognizing speech act types in Twitter is of much theoretical interest and practical use. Our previous research did not adequately address the deficiency of training data for this multi-class learning task. In this work, we set out by assuming only a small seed training set and experiment with two semi-supervised learning schemes, transductive SVM and graph-based label propagation, which can leverage the knowledge about unlabeled data. The efficacy of semi-supervised learning is established by our extensive experiments, which also show that transductive SVM is more suitable than graph-based label propagation for our task. The empirical findings and detailed evidences can contribute to scalable speech act recognition in Twitter.
Introduction
The social media platform of Twitter makes available a plethora of data to probe the communicative act of people in a social network woven by interesting events, people, topics, etc. Communicative acts such as disseminating information, asking questions, or expressing feelings all fall in the purview of "speech act", a long established area in pragmatics (Austin 1962) . The automatic recognition of speech act in tons of tweets has both theoretical and practical appeal. Practically, it helps tweeters to find topics to read or tweet about based on speech act compositions. Theoretically, it introduces a new dimension to study social media content as well as providing real-life data to validate or falsify claims in the speech act theory.
Different taxonomies of speech act have been proposed by linguists and computational linguists, ranging from a few to over a hundred types. In this work, we adopt the 5 types of speech act used in our previous work (Zhang et al. 2011) , which are in turn inherited from (Searle 1975) : statement, question, suggestion, comment, and miscellaneous. Our choice is based on the fact that unlike face-to-face communication, twittering is more in a "broadcasting" style than on a personal basis. Statement and comment, which are usually intended to make one's knowledge, thought, and sentiment known, thus befit Twitter's communicative style. Question and suggestion on Twitter are usually targeted at other tweeters in general or one's followers. More interpersonal speech acts such as "threat" or "thank" as well as rare speech acts in Twitter (Searle's (1975) "commissives" and "declaratives") are relegated to "miscellaneous". Some examples from our experimental datasets are provided in Table 1 Assuming one tweet demonstrates only one speech act, the automatic recognition of those speech act types in Twitter is a multi-class classification task. We concede that this assumption may not always hold in real situations. But given the short length of tweets, multi-speech act tweets are rare and we find this simplifying assumption effective in reducing the complexity of our problem. A major problem with this task is the deficiency of training data. Tweeters as well as face-to-face interlocutors do not often identify their speech acts; human annotation is costly and time-consuming. Although our previous research (Zhang et al. 2011) sheds light on the preparation of training data, it did not adequately address this problem.
Our contribution in this work is to directly address the problem of training data deficiency by using two well-known semi-supervised learning techniques that leverage the relationship between a small seed of training data and a large body of unlabeled data: transductive SVM and graph-based label propagation. The empirical results show that the knowledge about unlabeled data provides promising solutions to the data deficiency problem, and that transductive SVM is more competent for our task. Our exploration with different training/unlabeled data ratios for three major Twitter categories and a mixed-type category provides solid evidential support for future research.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews works related to speech act recognition and semi-supervised learning; Section 3 briefly discusses supervised learning of speech act types developed in our earlier work and complementing the previous findings with learning curves. The technical details of semisupervised learning are presented in Section 4. Then we report and discuss the results of our experiments in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper and outlines future directions.
Related Work
The automatic recognition of speech act, also known as "dialogue act", has attracted sustained interest in computational linguistics and speech technology for over a decade (Searle 1975; Stolcke et al. 2000) . A few annotated corpora such as Switchboard-DAMSL (Jurafsky et al. 1997) and Meeting Recorder Dialog Act (Dhillon et al. 2004) are widely used, with data transcribed from telephone or face-to-face conversation.
Prior to the flourish of microblogging services such as Twitter, speech act recognition has been extended to electronic media such as email and discussion forum (Cohen et al. 2004; Feng et al. 2006) in order to study the behavior of email or message senders.
The annotated corpora for ordinary verbal communications and the methods developed for email, or discussion forum cannot be directly used for our task because Twitter text has a distinctive Netspeak style that is situated between speech and text but resembles neither (Crystal 2006 (Crystal , 2011 . Compared with email or forum post, it is rife with linguistic noises such as spelling mistakes, random coinages, mixed use of letters and symbols.
Speech act recognition in Twitter is a fairly new task. In our pioneering work (Zhang et al. 2011) , we show that Twitter text normalization is unnecessary and even counterproductive for this task. More importantly, we propose a set of useful features and draw empirical conclusion about the scope of this task, such as recognizing speech act on the coarse-grade category level works as well as on the fine-grade topic level. In this work, we continue to adopt this framework including other learning details (speech act types and feature selection for tweets), but the new quest starts where the old one left: tackling insufficient training data.
As in many practical applications, sufficient annotated data are hard to obtain. Therefore, unsupervised and semi-supervised learning methods are actively pursued. While unsupervised sentence classification is rule-based and domain-dependent (Deshpande et al. 2010) , semi-supervised methods that both alleviate the data deficiency problem and leverage the power of state-of-the-art classifiers hold more promises for different domains (Medlock and Briscoe 2007; Erkan et al. 2007 ).
In the machine learning literature, a classic semi-supervised learning scheme is proposed by Yarowsky (1995) , which is a classical selfteaching process that makes no use of labeled data before they are classified. More theoretical analyses are made by (Culp and Michailidis 2007) and (Haffari and Sarkar 2007) .
Transductive SVM (Joachims 1999 ) extends the state-of-the-art inductive SVM by explicitly considering the relationship between labeled and unlabeled data. The graph-based label propagation model (Zhu et al. 2003; Zhou et al. 2004 ) using a harmonic function also accommodates the knowledge about unlabeled data. We will adapt both of them to our multiclass classification task. Jeong et al. (2009) report a semi-supervised approach to classifying speech acts in emails and online forums. But their subtree-based method is not applicable to our task because Twitter's noisy textual quality cannot be found in the much cleaner email or forum texts.
Supervised Learning of Speech Act Types
Supervised learning of speech act types in Twitter relies heavily on a good set of features that capture the textual characteristics of both Twitter and speech act utterances. As in our previous work, we use speech act-specific cues, special words (abbreviations and acronyms, opinion words, vulgar words, and emoticons), and special characters (Twitter-specific characters and a few punctuations). Tweetexternal features such as tweeter profile may also help, but that is beyond the focus of this paper.
Although it has been empirically shown that speech act recognition in Twitter can be done without using training data specific to topics or even categories, it is not clear how much training data is needed to achieve desirable performance. In order to answer this question, we adopt the same experimental setup and datasets as reported in (Zhang et al. 2011 ) and plot the learning curves shown in Figure 1 . For all individual experiments, the test data are a randomly sampled 10% set of all annotated data. When training data reach 90%, we actually duplicate the reported results. However, Figure 1 shows that it is unnecessary to use so much training data to achieve good classification performance. For News and Entity, the classification makes little noticeable improvement after the training data ratio reaches 40% (training : test = 4 : 1). For Mixed (the aggregate of the News, Entity, LST datasets) and LST, performance peaks even earlier at 20% training data (training : test = 2 : 1) and 10% (training : test = 1 : 1).
It is delightful to see that only a moderate number of annotated data are needed for speech act recognition. But even that number (for the Mixed dataset, 10% training data are over 800 annotated tweets) may not be available and in many situations, test data may be much more than training data. Taking this challenge is the next important step we make.
Semi-Supervised Learning of Speech Act Types
The problem setting of a small seed training (labeled) set and a much larger test (labeled) set fits the semi-supervised learning scheme. Classic semi-supervised learning approaches such as self-teaching methods (e.g., Yarowsky 1995) are mainly concerned with incrementing highconfidence labeled data in each round of training. They do not, however, directly take into account the knowledge about unlabeled data. The recent research emphasis is on leveraging knowledge about unlabeled data during training. In this section, we discuss two such approaches.
Transductive SVM
The standard SVM classifier popularly used in text classification is also known as inductive SVM as a model is induced from training data. The model is solely dependent on the training data and agnostic about the test data. In contrast, transductive SVM (Vapnik 1998; Joachims 1999) predicts test labels by using the knowledge about test data. In the case of test (unlabeled) data far outnumbering training (labeled) data, transductive SVM provides a feasible scheme of semi-supervised learning.
For a single-class classification problem {x i , y i } that focuses on only one speech act type, where x i is the ith tweet and y i is the corresponding label and { 1, 1} i y    denotes whether x i contains the speech act or not, inductive SVM is formulated to find an optimal hyperplane sign(w•x i -b) to maximize the soft margin between positive and negative objects, or to minimize:
 is a slack variable. Adopting the same formulation, transductive SVM further considers test data x i * during training by finding a labeling y j * and a hyperplane to maximize the soft margin between both training and test data, or to minimize:
 is a slack variable for the test data. In fact, labeling test data is done during training. As the maximal margin approach proves very effective for text classification, its transductive variant that effectively uses the knowledge about test data holds promises of handling the deficiency of labeled data.
Graph-based Label Propagation
An alternative way of using unlabeled data in semi-supervised learning is based on the intuition that similar objects should belong to the same class, which can be translated into label smoothness on a graph with weights indicating object similarities. This is the idea underlying Zhu et al.'s (2003) graph-based label propagation model using Gaussian random fields.
We again focus on a single-class classification problem. Formally, {x 1 , … x N } are N tweets, having their actual speech act labels y = {y 1 , … y L , … y N } (y i ∊{1, 0} denoting whether x i contains the speech act or not) with the first L of them known, and f = {f 1 , … f L , … f N } are their predicted labels. Let L = {x 1 , … x L } and U = {x L+1 , … x N } and the task is to determine {f L+1 , … f N } for U. We further define a graph G = (V, E), where V = L∪U and E is weighted by W = [w ij ] N×N with w ij denoting the similarity between x i and x j . Preferring label smoothness on G and preserving the given labels, we want to minimize the loss function:
where 
To find the solution, we can use L and U to partition h and P: This approach propagates labels from labeled data to unlabeled data on the principle of label smoothness. If the assumption about similar tweets having same speech acts holds, it should work well for our problem.
Multi-class Classification
In the previous formulations, we emphasized "single-class classification" because both transductive SVM and graph-based label propagation are inherently one class-oriented. Since our problem is a multi-class one, we transform the problem to single-class classifications by using the one-vs-all scheme.
Specifically, for each class (speech act type) c i , we label all training instances belonging to c i as +1 and all those belonging to other classes as −1 and then do binary classification. For our problem with 5 speech act types, we make 5 such transformations. The final prediction is made by choosing the class with the highest classification score from the 5 binary classifiers. Both transductive SVM and graph-based label propagation produce real-valued classification scores and are amenable to this scheme.
Experiments
Our experiments are designed to answer two questions: 1) How useful is semi-supervised speech act learning in comparison with supervised learning? 2) Which semi-supervised learning approach is more appropriate for our problem?
Experimental Setup
We use the 6 datasets in our previous study 1 , which fall into 3 categories: News, Entity, Longstanding Topic (LST). Each of the total 8613 tweets is labeled with one of the following speech act types: sta (statement), que (question), sug (suggestion), com (comment), mis (miscellaneous). In addition, we randomly select 1000 tweets from each of the categories to create a Mixed category of 3000 tweets. Figures 2 to 5 illustrate the distributions of the speech act types in the 3 original categories and the Mixed category. For each category, we use two labeled/unlabeled data settings, with labeled data accounting for 5% and 10% of the total so that the labeled/unlabeled ratios are set at approximately 1:19 and 1:9. The labeled data in each category are randomly selected in a stratified way: using the same percentage to select labeled data with each speech act type. The stratified selection is intended to keep the speech act distributions in both labeled and unlabeled data. Table 2 and Table 3 list the details of data splitting using the two settings. (Zhu and Goldberg 2009 ) by removing edges with weight less than a threshold because the εNN graph empirically outperforms the fully connected graph. The threshold is set to be μ + σ, the mean of all weights plus one standard deviation.
Category # Labeled # Unlabeled Total

Results
To better evaluate the performance of semisupervised learning on speech act recognition in Twitter, we report the classification scores for both multi-class and individual classes, as well as confusion matrices. Table 4 lists the macro-average F scores and weighted average F scores for all classifiers and all categories at the 5% labeled data setting. Macro-average F is chosen because it gives equal weight to all classes. Since some classes (e.g., sta) have much more instances than others (e.g., que), macro-average F ensures that significant score change on minority classes will not be overshadowed by small score change on majority classes. In contrast, weighted average F is calculated according to class instance numbers, which is chosen mainly because we want to compare the result with supervised learning (reported in Zhang et al. 2011 and Figure 1 ). In Table 4 . Multi-class F scores (5% labeled data)
Multi-class Evaluation
Almost without exception, transductive SVM achieves the best performance. Measured by macro-average F, it outperforms inductive SVM with a gain of 10.7% (Mixed) to 34.2% (News). Consistent with supervised learning results, semi-supervised learning results degrade with News > Entity > LST, indicating that both semisupervised learning and supervised learning are sensitive to dataset characteristics. More uniform tweet set (e.g., News) leads to better classification and greater improvement by semisupervised learning. That also explains why the Mixed category, composed of the most diversified tweets, benefits least from semisupervised learning.
Conversely, supervised learning (inductive SVM) on the Mixed category benefits from the data hodgepodge even though the test data are 19 times the training data. Its macro-average F is higher than the other categories although it does not have the most training data. Its weightedaverage F using inductive SVM is even higher than using transductive SVM.
It is a little surprising to find that the graphbased label propagation performs very poorly. In all but one place, the GLP score is lower than its iSVM counterpart. This may indicate that the graph method cannot adapt well to the multiclass scenario and we will show more evidences in the next two sections.
To understand the effectiveness of semisupervised learning, a better way than doing numerical calculation is juxtaposing semisupervised data settings with their comparable supervised data settings, which is shown in Table  5 . The supervised data settings are of those with the closest weighted average F (waF) to the semi-supervised (tSVM) waF from our previous results (Figure 1 ). Table 5 . Semi-supervised Learning vs.
Supervised Learning
Obviously semi-supervised learning by transductive SVM can achieve classification performance comparable to supervised learning by inductive SVM, with less training data and much lower labeled/unlabeled ratio. This shows that semi-supervised learning such as transductive SVM holds much promise for scalable speech act recognition in Twitter.
It is tempting to think that with more labeled data and higher labeled/unlabeled ratio, semisupervised learning performance should improve. To put this conjecture to test, we double the labeled data (from 5% to 10%) and labeled/unlabeled ratio (from 1/19 to 1/9), with results in Table 6 . Table 6 . Multi-class F scores (10% labeled data)
Compared with Table 4 , increased labeled data does lead to some improvement, but not much as we would expect, the largest gain being 15.9% (macro-average F on Mixed, using GLP). Note that this is achieved at the cost of labeling twice as much data and predicting half as much. In contrast, the inductive SVM performance is improved by as much as 41.3% (macro-average F on Entity). Such evidence shows that semisupervised learning of speech acts in Twitter benefits disproportionately little from increased labeled data, or at least the gain is not worth the pain. In fact, this is good news for scalable speech act recognition.
Individual Class Evaluation
For more microscopic inspection, we also report the classification results on individual classes for all categories. In Table 7 , we list the rankings of F measures by each classifier for each speech act type and each category. The one-letter notations i, t, g are short for iSVM, tSVM, and GLP. Therefore, t > g > i means tSVM outperforms GLP, which outperforms iSVM, in terms of F measure. The labeled data are 5%.
Sta
Que Sug Com Mis In 15 out of the 20 rankings, transductive SVM or graph-based label propagation beats inductive SVM, which shows the efficacy of semi-supervised learning in this class-based perspective. Transductive SVM is the champion, claiming 14 top places.
News t >g>i t >i>g t >i>g t >i>g t >g>i
Entity t >g>i t >i>g g >t>i i >t>g t >g>i
LST i >g>t t >i>g i >t>g t >i>g t >g>i
Mixed i >t>g t >i>g t >i>g i >t>g t >g>i
We also find that the overall performance of graph-based label propagation is the poorest, claiming 12 out of 20 bottom places. After inspecting the data, we observe that the underlying assumption of GLP that similar objects belong to the same class is questionable for speech act recognition in Twitter. Tweets with different speech acts (e.g., question and comment) may appear very similar on the graph. The maximal margin approach is apparently more appropriate for our problem.
On the other hand, the GLP performance evaluated on individual classes is better than evaluated on the multi-class if we compare Table  7 and Table 4 , where GLP is almost always the lowest achiever. This indicates that in multi-class classification, GLP suffers further from the onevs-all converting scheme, a point we will make clearer in the following.
Confusion matrices
Confusion matrix provides another perspective to understand the multi-class classification performance. For brevity's sake, we present the confusion matrices of the three classifiers on the News category with 5% labeled data in Figure 6 to Figure 8 . Similar patterns are also observed for the other categories and with 10% labeled data. Note that the rows represent true classes and the columns represent predicted classes. The News category is typically biased towards the statement speech act, which accounts for 69% of the total tweets according to Figure 2 . As a result, the iSVM tends to classify tweets of the other speech acts as statement. Figure 6 also shows that the prediction accuracy is correlated with the training amount. The two classes with the least training data, question and miscellaneous, demonstrate the lowest accuracy. Clearly, supervised learning suffers from training data deficiency.
Sta
Both tSVM and GLP show the effect of leveraging unlabeled data as they assign new labels to some instances wrongly classified as statement. Transductive SVM is more successful in that it moves most of the Sug and Com instances to the diagonal. The situation for Que and Mis is also better, though the prediction accuracy still suffers from lack of training data. Figure 8 , however, reveals an intrinsic problem of applying graph-based label propagation to multi-class classification. Most instances are predicted as either Sta or Mis. The wrong prediction as Mis cannot be explained by imbalance of training data. Rather, it is due to the fact that the single-class scores for Mis after smoothing on the graph are generally higher than those for Que, Sug, or Com. In other words, the graph-based method is highly sensitive to class differences when multi-class prediction is converted from single-class predictions on a scheme like one-vs-all.
In contrast, transductive SVM does not suffer much from class differences according to Figure  7 , proving to be more suitable for multi-class classification than graph-based label propagation.
Summary
For the task of recognizing speech acts in Twitter, we have made some interesting findings from the extensive empirical study. To wrap up, let's summarize the most important of them in the following.
1) Semi-supervised learning approaches, especially transductive SVM, perform comparably to supervised learning approaches, such as inductive SVM, with considerably less training data and lower training/test ratio. Increasing training data cannot improve performance proportionately.
2) Transductive SVM proves to be more effective than graph-based label propagation for our task. The performance of the latter is hurt by two factors: a) the inappropriate assumption about similar tweets having the same speech act and b) its vulnerability to class differences under the one-vs-all multi-class conversion scheme.
3) For supervised learning as well as semisupervised learning for multi-class classification, training data imbalance poses no lesser threat than training data deficiency.
Conclusion and Future Work
Speech act recognition in Twitter facilitates content-based user behavior study. Realizing that it is obsessed with insufficient training data, we start where previous research left.
We are not aware of previous study of semisupervised learning of speech acts in Twitter and in this paper we contribute to scalable speech act recognition by drawing conclusions from extensive experiments. Specifically, we 1) extend the work of (Zhang et al. 2011 ) by establishing the practicality of semi-supervised learning that leverages the knowledge of unlabeled data as a promising solution to insufficient training data;
2) show that transductive SVM is more effective than graph-based label propagation for our problem, which aptly extends the maximal margin approach to unlabeled data and is more amenable to the multi-class scenario;
3) provide detailed empirical evidences of multi-class and single-class results, which can inform future extensions in this direction and design of practical systems.
At this stage, we are not sure whether the onevs-all scheme is a bottleneck to one classoriented classifiers (it appears to be so for the graph-based method). Therefore we will next explore other multi-class conversion schemes and also consider semi-supervised learning using inherently multi-class classifiers such as Naï ve Bayes or Decision Tree. In the future, we will also explore unsupervised approaches to recognizing speech acts in Twitter.
